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Summary: Dynamics of a structure consisting of two rigid blocks positioned one on
another with a viscoelastic and a friction damper is analyzed. Due to a horizontal
ground excitation the viscoelastic plate is exposed to a shear loading. The fractional
Zener model is used to describe properties of the viscoelastic body while the friction
damper is modelled by the Coulomb friction law in a set-valued form. The horizontal
ground motion is described by a simplified earthquake model by means of Ricker's
waves.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Due to destroying effects of earthquakes, energy dissipating systems are used in
numerous engineering constructions to prevent or minimize their damage and to avoid
building collapse and losses of human lives. There are several types of seismic isolation
systems, for example see [1]. Their installation either in the building or between the
foundation and the building is an effective way to reduce structural damage. Active,
semi-active and hybrid systems of seismic protection are analyzed in [2], [3] and [4].
Passive systems, very effective in practical usage, are not expensive as previous ones
and they does not need any additional energy source for their work, [5], [6], [7]. In this
paper we analyze earthquake response of a structure with passive dampers, which
dissipate seismic energy by both deformation of a viscoelastic material and dry friction
mechanism. Similar problem is treated in [8] where viscoelastic rod was exposed to
uniaxial deformation. Here, viscoelastic plate is connected to the structure elements
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which undergo longitudinal displacements during an earthquake, which produce shear
deformation in the plate.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
An earthquake response of a structure which consists of two rigid blocks positioned one
on another is considered. A viscoelastic plate is positioned between the blocks and it is
attached to them with no sliding possibility. Also, it is exposed to a shear loading during
the horizontal motion of the upper block relative to the lower one. Another passive
damper is presented by a friction element which dissipates seismic energy brought to the
structure, see Figure 1a.

Figure 1. System under consideration
Mass of the upper block is denoted by m, while u stands for the absolute position of the
lower block, which moves horizontally together with the ground. A free body diagram is
presented in Figure 1b where x is the relative position of the upper block, p and n are the
shear force and the normal reaction force between the block and the plate, while q and N
stand for the friction force and the normal force within the friction damper, respectively,
which are explained in [7]. We assume that the upper block moves translatory and that
the deformations of the viscoelastic plate are small, so the shear angle reads tg =x/h,
where h denotes the thickness of the plate.
Differential equation of motion and constitutive equation of the viscoelastic plate in the
form of the fractional Zener model, see [6], read

m  (u (2)  x(2) )   p  q,
x(0)  0,
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where (*)()=d(*)/dt, G and A represent the shear modulus and cross sectional area of
the plate. According to the second law of thermodynamics, constants p and x with
dimension [time] and G must satisfy conditions and x >pG, where 0 < <
1. Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of the shear force p and the displacement x is
used in constitutive equation (3) and it is defined as

 z  t  
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see [9]. The friction force q is given by the set-valued Coulomb friction law

  N ,
x (1)  0

q    N  1 , 1 , x (1)  0
 N ,
x (1)  0


(5)

see [10]. The horizontal ground motion is presented by the simplified earthquake model
based on Ricker's wavelets, [11]
2
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where tpi and tsi are time instants which determine the shape of the wave function u(t).
Introducing nondimensional quantities as in [8]
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and omitting the bar, the problem is presented in the form of dimensionless equations
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with dimensionless initial conditions which read the same as (2) and with dimensionless
ground motion u which reads the same as (6). The task is to determine the motion of
upper block for a given both ground motion function and parameters of the models of
passive frictional and viscoelastic dampers, where the conditions x >phave to be
satisfied.

3. THE SOLUTION AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In order to solve the posed problem we need to deal with a fractional order differential
equation, taking into account non-smooth nature of the friction force, which is not an
easy task. Non-smooth dynamical systems are characterized by different motion phases
where different sets of equations must be used. To find the solution of the posed
problem, it will be treated numerically, like in [12] and [13].
Introducing the time step , time is discretized as tr=r , (r=0,1,2,...). Approximations of
the first and the second derivative of a function read

zm(1) 

zm 1  zm



, zm(2) 

zm 1  2 zm  zm 1

2

,

(9)

while the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative can be approximate by the GrünwaldLetnikov definition
m
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see [14]. Applying (9)-(11) to the system (2), (6) and (8) we obtain the numerical
algorithm for calculation of the shear force
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and for the relative position x in the case x(1)>0

xr 1   2 ( pn   )  ur 1  2( xr  ur )  xr 1  ur 1 ,
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while for the relative position x in the case x(1)<0 it reads

xr 1   2 ( pn   )  ur 1  2( xr  ur )  xr 1  ur 1 .

(14)

During the stick phase, where x(1)=0, x=const., the friction force qr can be any value from
the interval [-, ], and using (8)a, (9)b it is calculated by

qr  pr 

ur 1  2ur  ur 1
, r  0,
r2

(15)

where discretized ur=u(tr) is obtained by replacing t with r in the system (6).
Discretized initial conditions read x0=x1=p0=0, which means the system is at rest at the
beginning. As it was mentioned, there are three different phases of motion: sliding to the
right, x(1)>0, sliding to the left x(1)<0 and the sick phase x(1)=0, where different numerical
algorithms should be used during each of them. Moreover, by the proposed numerical
scheme we use the constant time step r, but the time instants when motion phases
alternate are usually not integer multiples of r, which makes the problem more difficult.
By using the suggested numerical algorithm together with the procedure given in [8],
some numerical results are obtained and they are presented in the sequel.
Some simulations of motion are performed for the following values of excitation
parameters: u0=0.1, tp1=1.25, ts1=1.5, tp2=1, ts2=2, tp3=2, ts3=3, tp4=3.5, ts4=4, tp5=3.8,
ts5=5, viscoelastic parameters are: =0.23, xa=1.183, pa =0.004, time step r=0.01.
Ground acceleration u(2) corresponding to the chosen Ricker`s wavelets is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Simplified earthquake excitation - Ricker's waves
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In the first simulation the value of the friction coefficient is taken to be =0.3 and the
relative position x and the shear force p are presented in Figure 3, while the relative
velocity of the upper block and the friction force are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Relative position x(t) and shear force p(t) in the case where =0.3

Figure 4. Relative velocity x(1)(t) and friction force q(t) in the case where =0.3
The system starts its motion with the stick phase till approximately t=0.7, then sliding
phases alternates while the friction force riches its limiting values. After about t=5 the
system enters and remain in the stick phase, i.e. the relative motion stops, Figures 3 and
4.
In the second simulation the value of the friction coefficient is greater than in the first
case and it is =0.9. The relative position x and the shear force p are presented in Figure
5, while the relative velocity of the upper block and the friction force are shown in
Figure 6.
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Figure 5. Relative position x(t) and shear force p(t) in the case where =0.9

Figure 6. Relative velocity x(1)(t) and friction force q(t) in the case where =0.9
Similar to the first case, the system is in the stick phase at the beginning, then it passes
through sliding phases reaching the stick phase again in the end. Due to the greater
friction coefficient and energy dissipation in this case, Figures 5 and 6, comparing to the
first simulation, Figures 3 and 4, time instants of switching from stick to slip phases and
vice versa in the second case are smaller, amplitudes of x(t) and p(t) are smaller, while
the friction force q(t) is greater.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Dynamics of the non-smooth mechanical system with the fractional derivative
constitutive model of a viscoelastic body, under the horizontal seismic excitation in the
form of Ricker's waves, Figure (2), is considered. The system is described by the set of
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equations (1), (3), (5), (6), with initial conditions (2) and restrictions which follow from
the second law of thermodynamics. Dimensionless form of equations is given by (8) and
(6). Solution is obtained for different value of the system parameters by use of the
Grünwald-Letnikov numerical scheme. Non-smooth character of the system is caused by
the presence of a dry friction, which is taken by the set-valued Coulomb friction law, and
it is considered together with fractional derivatives of the relative position of the upper
block and of the shear force as non-local operators. Following the procedure described in
[8] for dealing with such type of problems, and for different values of the friction
coefficient, numerical results are shown in Figures (3)-(6). The presence of the friction
force in the system ensured cessation of the relative motion of the upper block in a finite
time. Instead of the simplified horizontal ground excitation in the form of Ricker's
waves, given by (6), it would be interesting to analyze the response of the system on
some excitations from an earthquake database, but it exceeds the framework of this
paper.
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ДИНАМИКА КОНСТРУКЦИЈЕ СА ПАСИВНИМ
ПРИГУШИВАЧИМА
Резиме: У овом раду је проучена динамика конструкције која се састоји од два
крута блока постављена један на други, и која садржи вискоеластични и
фрикциони пргушивач. Услед хоризонталне сеизмичке побуде вискоеластична
плоча је оптерећена на смицање. Фракционим Зенеровим моделом описана су
вискоеластична својства плоче, док је за описивање трења у фрикционом
пригушивачу коришћен вишевредносни Кулонов закон силе трења. Хоризонтално
кретање подлоге описано је поједностављеним моделом који укључује Рикерове
сеизмичке таласе.
Кључне речи: Вискоеластичност, фракциони извод, земљотрес, суво трење
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